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1. Introduction

The Circum-Baltic area (CBA) is a meeting point for the languages of the Indo-European and Uralic language families. Based on a number of linguistic features, the CBA can be regarded as a buffer zone between the languages of the Standard Average European (SAE) area and Central Eurasia (Wälchli 2011). Whereas genetic diversity in the CBA is only moderate, continuity of contacts over a long period of time is seen as
the most significant factor characterising the area (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001, Wälchli 2011). According to the current view, for instance, Finnic speakers reached the Baltic Sea about 3200 to 2800 years ago but came into contact with Baltic tribes already on their way there (see Lang 2018, Grünthal et al., in press, Nichols 2021).

There have been attempts to establish the CBA as a linguistic area, but no isoglosses that would cover the entire area have been found (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001, Seržant (to appear)). Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2006) proposes two isoglosses that could almost unite the entire area: polytonicity and word order in possessive NPs. However, it tends to be more often the case that convergence works on a micro-level mainly involving two or three languages; if more languages are involved this is regarded as an instance of overlapping and superposition of different language contacts (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 728). Thomas Stolz (1991), one of the many researchers studying the common features of this area, suggested the existence of convergence zones, e.g., he proposed a Latvian, Livonian, and Estonian contact-intensive zone. He, however, looked at the standard varieties.

The present article takes a closer look at a number of morpho-syntactic and phonological features in the southernmost Finnic languages, with a focus on the South Estonian language island varieties: Lutsi, Leivu, and Kraasna. The other varieties included in the study are Võro, Seto, Mulgi, Standard Estonian (represented by North Estonian in Figure 1), two Livonian varieties – Courland Livonian and Salaca Livonian, and the main non-cognate contact varieties – Latgalian, Latvian, and Russian. Here, the respective area where the studied varieties are spoken is called the Central Baltic (see also Figure 1). It should be noted that Võro and Seto are important in terms of tracing the origins of Lutsi, Leivu, and Kraasna. Namely, Kraasna speakers are thought to have migrated to Krasnogorodsk from the Seto areas in the 16th century; the initial migration to the Ludza region (> Lutsi) is thought to have taken place in the 17th and 18th centuries from eastern Võromaa but followed by later waves from different parts of Setomaa and Võromaa; Leivu speakers, in turn, are thought to originate from western Võromaa (see, e.g., Kallas 1903: 46–56, Vaba 1977: 22). By now, the language island varieties have all gone extinct – Lutsi and Leivu became extinct as conversational languages in the 1970s to 1980s, Kraasna already in the first half of the 20th century.
This article studies a selection of features, which include (i) four morphosyntactic topics: case-marking and agreement in noun phrases, comparative constructions, person-indexing, and negation; and (ii) ten phonological features: stød, glottal stop, $h$, voiced plosives, short vs. long consonant geminates, short vs. long vowels, central vowels (õ [ɤ]; y [ɯ]; ö [ø]), front rounded vowels (ü [y]; ö [ø]), vowel harmony, extensive palatalisation. The selected features are in one way or another characteristic of the South Estonian language islands or form a central part of their language system. Being characteristic of the language islands, however, does not exclude developments that are shared more broadly in the area. For instance, comparative adjective marking with -$h$ can be regarded as a joint development in the southernmost South Estonian area (see Pajusalu 2008: 164). Whereas some of the selected features are discussed also in earlier studies (e.g., comparative constructions), there are also topics that previously have found only little attention (e.g., person-indexing). The selection of features described here is connected with the aims of the paper. First, to elaborate on the results of
previous studies that contain information on the respective varieties but
to different extents. As far as we know, there is no study that would
provide a systematic comparison of all twelve varieties without any
gaps. Second, to shed more light on the topics that earlier have found
little attention.

Our research questions are as follows:

1. Which of the selected features, if any, show convergence in the
southernmost Finnic area?
2. Are there any features in the studied Finnic varieties that have been
relatively stable over time?
3. If changes have taken place, then what have they brought along and
what might have caused them?

We also have three main hypotheses. First, we hypothesise that there
are instances where similarities involve two or three languages spoken
in close proximity, rather than the languages of the entire southern-
most Finnic area (as also proposed by Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli
2001; see above). Second, we assume that there are features which have
been relatively stable over time regardless of the multifaceted contact
situations found in the area. Third, we hypothesise that we can detect
two kinds of changes: (i) changes caused by the neighbouring Indo-
European languages, (ii) changes that cannot be attributed (at least not
directly) to the non-cognate contact varieties. As regards the former,
we primarily expect ‘PAT(term)’ transfers (for the term and explanation,
see Matras & Sakel 2007). To exemplify the latter, the unexpectedly
broad use of external local cases in Lutsi and Vana-Laitsna (Latvian:
Veclaicene) is regarded as an instance of a development that cannot be
explained by the direct influence of Latvian (Pajusalu 2008: 164).

Outcomes of language contacts depend on several factors. In addition
to purely linguistic factors, such as genetic similarity, and the role
and inherentness of the feature to the language structure, language
external factors also play a role, e.g., the sociolinguistic situation and
type of language contact (Aikhenvald 2006, Sakel 2007, Seržant (to
appear)). The South Estonian language islands also existed in multi-
faceted contact situations. For instance, Lutsi speakers lived side by
side with Latgalian, Russian, Belarusian, Polish, and Yiddish speakers
(see Ariste 1981: 36); the Central dialect of Standard Latvian may also be considered a contact language to some extent. This complex contact situation may have contributed to Lutsi remaining “pure” longer (see Vaba 2011: 208). Latgalian has been in close contact with other languages for centuries, which is evident in its historical development and due to the multilingualism of the Latgale region. Traces of older and newer contacts can be found in Latgalian, reflecting Finnic, Lithuanian, Polish, Belarusian, Russian, and others (Breidaks 2007). It was only at the end of the 19th century when Russian became dominant in the region (Ariste 1962). Due to its location in western Russia, Kraasna speakers ultimately switched to Russian, but in the 1850s there were still people in the Kraasna villages who did not speak Russian (Kallas 1903: 33). The Leivus, in turn, assimilated into the Latvians. The first documentations of Leivu from the middle of the 19th century already show a strong Latvian superstrate in its phonetics, morphology, syntax, and lexicon (Vaba 1997: 39). The phonetic, grammatical, and lexical innovations of Leivu that are shared with Livonian are due to Latvian influence on both Leivu and the Livonian varieties (Vaba 1997: 39ff.).

This article has the following structure. First, we introduce the materials and methods used in our study. Second, we introduce the main results of our study divided into two sections: morphosyntax and phonology. Finally, we present a discussion of the results and our conclusions.

2. Materials and methods

This article is a comparative study of several morphosyntactic and phonological features in twelve language varieties with a focus on the South Estonian language islands: Leivu (Lei), Lutsi (Lut), and Kraasna (Kra). The other varieties in the study are (i) the South Estonian varieties historically most closely related to them – Võro (Vro), Seto (Set), and Mulgi (Mul); (ii) Latgalian (Ltg) as the main non-cognate local variety; (iii) two Livonian varieties historically spoken in Latvia – Courland Livonian (CLiv) and Salaca Livonian (SLiv); and (iv) Estonian (Est), Latvian (Lav), and Russian (Rus) as the main standard varieties in the area. We also draw some parallels with local Russian varieties if relevant.
The selection of linguistic features depended on several considerations. As the focus is on the South Estonian language islands, the feature had to be in some respect characteristic/relevant to at least one of the language islands or, in general, central to language structure (e.g., noun and verb morphology). For instance, vowel harmony can be found in all three varieties (as well as in other dialects of South Estonian), whereas back negation is common not only to Lutsi and Kraasna (e.g., Mets et al. 2014: 14–20), but also to Seto and Võro. Both domains (morphosyntax and phonology) had to be represented by features showing at least some variation in that area. As one of the goals was to elaborate on the previous studies, the selected features could already be listed as special features of South Estonian included in earlier areal typological studies (e.g., concerning CBA, SAE). The features chosen for the analysis represent only one possible selection of various features that could be given a closer look.

The linguistic examples used in the study come from a multitude of sources that represent somewhat different periods. The following paragraphs explain the considerations used to select the data to compare.

Linguistic examples from Leivu, Lutsi, and Kraasna were mainly found in the text collection Eesti murded IX (‘Estonian dialects’, Mets et al. 2014). This collection contains transcriptions of recordings from the 1910s to 1970s and is approx. 270 pages long (a Standard Estonian translation takes up half of each page). For Lutsi, we also used the grammatical overview by Balodis (2020). As there are only 16 pages of Kraasna texts in Mets et al. (2014) and all are recorded from a single speaker in 1911 or 1912, we also gathered data from two additional sources, one compiled by Kallas (1903) and the other by Ojansuu (1938; henceforth AES 202). However, regardless of this, the Kraasna data are the scarcest.

Unlike the language varieties of the South Estonian language islands, Mulgi, Seto, and Võro are local varieties that still remain in active use. According to the 2011 Estonian census, there were 74,512 Võro speakers, 12,532 Seto speakers, and 9,682 Mulgi speakers in Estonia. Still, among the youngest group (0 to 14 years) knowledge of local varieties is scarce, e.g., only 247 children of that age were reported to know Seto (ESA 2011). For the purposes of the present study, we used language examples included in the dictionaries, e.g., the Mulgi dictionary (Laande & Todesk 2013), the Estonian-Võro Dictionary
The SE language islands in the Central Baltic area (Faster et al. 2014), the Seto-Estonian Dictionary (Saar et al. (in preparation)), the Seto Dictionary of Unique Words (Saar et al. 2020). These dictionaries represent the language use of the 20th century, mainly of the first half of the century, which makes it more comparable to the data of the language islands. South Estonian dictionaries were compiled using the word slips from the Institute of the Estonian Language Wiedemann card file (EKI WK). We also included data from various studies (e.g., Iva 2007, Pajusalu 1996, Tanning 1961, 2004).

**Latgalian** is currently spoken by 164,510 individuals, or approximately 8% of Latvia’s population (see Lauze 2017: 50). The Latgalian data are taken from *A short grammar of Latgalian* by Nau (2011); we also used the Corpus of Modern Latgalian (MuLa) to check for the presence or absence of features. Nau’s grammar is partly based on the language used in blogs, short stories, short journalistic prose, literary self-portraits of contemporary writers (referred to as “modern texts” in the grammar). Additionally, she used a corpus of traditional narratives, fairy-tales collected from two villages of Central Latgale in the 1890s and 1920. The Eastern-Central variety is also the language that forms the basis of written Latgalian (i.e., the partly standardised written form of Latgalian).

Similarly to the South Estonian language islands, **Salaca Livonian** is also extinct now. As it faded out of use already in the second half of the 19th century, the Salaca Livonian examples represent the oldest data included in this study – they come from the mid-19th century. The examples were collected from the grammar and dictionary compiled by Winkler and Pajusalu (2016, 2018) retaining the orthography used there\(^1\). **Courland Livonian** was in everyday use in the 20th century (Blumberga 2013: 182), presently, it is actively being developed, has a standardised form, and a handful of L2 speakers (Ernštreits 2012: 159). The linguistic examples of Courland Livonian included in this study date to the 20th century. They are mainly taken from the Livonian-Estonian-Latvian dictionary (Viitso & Ernštreits 2012), which reflects the Livonian language of the second half of the 20th century. Regardless of

\(^1\) Originally, the Salaca Livonian data were collected by A. J. Sjögren in 1846 and included in the Livonian grammar published in 1861 (see Sjögren & Wiedemann 1861). As Sjögren was working with a translator, and about 60% of example sentences are translations of Bible sources, Hesselberg’s grammar, and riddles (Winkler & Pajusalu 2018: 155), Salaca Livonian examples are to be treated with some caution.
the source, the Courland Livonian examples are presented in the modern Livonian orthography.

**Latvian and Estonian** are national languages that were subject to language standardisation in the 19th–20th centuries. The Estonian examples used in this study follow the present-day standard. Only where the language of the 19th–20th centuries differs has a separate comment been provided. With regard to **Russian**, we take into account, first of all, Standard Russian, and within the limits of available information, also Central Russian dialects spoken in the areas of Russia neighbouring Estonia and Latvia.

Our approach to data collection was to collect as comprehensive of a data set as possible from Lutsi, Leivu, and Kraasna. This mainly meant reading the text collections mentioned above and using the ctrl + F function for PDFs. The other varieties were included for comparative purposes, thus we did not attempt to obtain maximally complete data. We provide a qualitative analysis regarding the uneven amount of source material.

Several sources on South Estonian varieties contain transcribed text that varies somewhat from source to source. As the main part of the paper is concerned with morphosyntax for which phonetic details are not essential, we simplified the Kraasna, Seto, Võro, Mulgi, and Leivu transcriptions following the principles of the South Estonian literary standard (see, e.g., Faster et al. 2014), some Lutsi language examples are also presented in this literary standard and others in the new Lutsi orthography (see Balodis 2015).

### 3. Morphosyntactic features

In the following, sections 3.1 and 3.2 present a comparative analysis of nominal features, which fall under the topics of case-marking and noun phrases, and also comparative constructions. Sections 3.3 and 3.4, in turn, concentrate on verbal features relating to person-indexing and prodrop as well as negation.

#### 3.1. Case-marking and agreement in noun phrases

This section takes a closer look at the cases that in South Estonian are of more recent origin, or that have become unproductive over time.
Additionally, we comment on general changes in the case system and study agreement between the adjectives and the head noun in the NP. In Latvian, Latgalian, and Russian, an adpositional construction is used in several instances; or the respective meaning represents one of several uses of a case and, therefore, would require more specific treatment. Thus, this section sets the main focus on the Finnic varieties.

The case paradigm of South Estonian varieties and language island varieties differs from the Standard Estonian by one case – the essive that is not listed in the case paradigm (e.g., see Balodis 2020: 76–77 for Lutsi) or among productive cases (Iva 2007: 41, 56–57 for Võro). The remaining shared cases are the nominative, genitive, partitive, illative, inessive, elative, allative, adessive, ablative, translativ, terminative, abessive, and comitative. The presence of the essive in Standard Estonian is actually the result of language planning that started at the end of the 19th century. At that time, the essive had fallen out of use in most Estonian dialects and was productive only in the Northwestern Coastal dialect of Estonian, which was used as the source for its reintroduction. To compare, the literary standard for Võro was developed only at the end of the 20th century. Iva (2007: 56–57) sees one of the reasons for its unproductivity as the formal similarity between the essive and inessive cases, but he also mentions that the nominative and translative cases can appear in the function of the essive. Thus, although, on the one hand, we might be dealing with case syncretism, on the other hand, there are also indications of unproductivity, i.e., other cases taking over.

In the entire South Estonian area (including in the language islands), the endings are similar to those of the inessive with the two cases being distinguished primarily by their functions (Metslang & Lindström 2017, Prillop et al. 2020: 307–309): Kra, Set -h, -hnA (1–2); Lut, Vro -hn(A), -n (3); Lei, Mul -n (cf. Standard Estonian -na, e.g., paadina ‘as a boat’ vs. paadis ‘in a boat’). By contrast in Courland Livonian, the essive is preserved only in some lexicalised forms, e.g., pivāpāvan ‘on Sunday’ (Viitso 2008: 328); in Salaca Livonian, there do not seem to be any remaining traces of the essive.

(1) Kra: mine terve-\textit{hnä}! (Kallas 1903: 29)
\begin{verbatim}
            go.imp.2sg healthy-ess
\end{verbatim}
‘go in health (lit. healthily)!’
Whereas the status of the essive might be considered somewhat debatable, the following cases are unproductive in all of the Southern Finnic languages: the excessive (e.g., Lut, Mul, Set, Vro *mant* ‘from (near)’, Est *kodunt* ‘from home’, CLiv *tagānd* ‘from behind’), prolative (Vro *vesilde* ‘by water’, *maildō* ‘by land’), and instructive. Whereas the instructive case has lost its inflectional ending in Estonian and the South Estonian varieties, the historical ending */-n* has been preserved in Northern Finnic; Livonian */-ņ* also probably has the same origin (see Ross 1988: 21–23). Typically, the instructive forms appear in the plural and are used with numeral phrases (4–6a) but there are also other uses (e.g., 6b).

(4) Kra: *kuuzi koi* (Kallas 1903: 113)
six:pl:ins knit:pst.1sg
‘[I] knitted six at a time’

(5) Set: *katsi pätsi anda-s poodi-h leibā* (Saar et al. (in preparation))
‘they give two loaves of bread at a time at the grocery store’

two-pl:ins
‘two at a time’

b. *īe-ī-ņ* (Viitso & Ernštrets 2012)
night-pl:ins
‘for nights’

In general, shifts in the inflectional system of the South Estonian language island varieties correspond to the general developments of the inflectional systems of Estonian and South Estonian. The Livonian varieties also show further developments. One of the notable differences
is the marginalisation/conflation of the external local cases (for Courland Livonian, see, e.g., Viitso 2008: 328, Blokland & Inaba 2018). An interesting parallel can be observed between the Livonian varieties and Mulgi: they reveal conflation between the adessive and allative cases, e.g., Mul seinä ‘onto the wall, on the wall’, SLiv ybil ‘to the horse, on the horse’ (Winkler & Pajusalu 2018: 77–79), and CLiv pörandöll ‘onto the floor, on the floor’. The Salaca Livonian example dates to the mid-19th century and illustrates the situation at that time, the Courland Livonian example represents one of the few instances where the external cases occur in the 20th century (see more in Viitso 2008, Blokland & Inaba 2018). In all other respects, Mulgi follows the system of the South Estonian varieties described above (see also Tanning 2004: 85–97).

The South Estonian varieties, including the language islands, show differences from Standard Estonian and the Livonian varieties with regard to the marking of agreeing adjectives in case and number with the head noun in the NP. In Standard Estonian, agreement is a general rule, but there are four case suffixes – the terminative, essive, abessive, and comitative – that are only attached to the final word of the phrase (7a–d) and can thus be regarded as phrase markers (Metslang & Lindström 2017: 60; for phrase markers, see also Hansen 2000; this phenomenon can also be considered to be suspended affixation, see, e.g., Despić 2017). In the South Estonian varieties, in turn, also essive and terminative agreement turned out to be possible (e.g., 8–9), and a few examples of comitative agreement could be found in Leivu (e.g., 10). According to Iva (2007: 54), using the terminative suffix only on the final word in Võro is an influence from Standard Estonian.

(7) Est: a. vääkse puu-ni (small tree-TERM) ‘up to a small tree’
b. vääkse puu-na (small tree-ESS) ‘as a small tree’
c. vääkse puu-ta (small tree-ABE) ‘without a small tree’
d. vääkse puu-ga (small tree-COM) ‘with a small tree’

big-TERM age-TERM
‘until an old age’

Kra: b. suure-ni lehmä nüssangi-ni (Kallas 1903: 108)
big-TERM COW.GEN milking-TERM
‘until the big cow-milking’
(9) Lei: \textit{vanu-n aju-n olle varbun aid} (EMS)  
old.PL-ESS time.PL-ESS be.PST.3SG rod fence  
‘in the old days there was a fence of rods’

(10) Lei: \textit{madali-de-ge lak´u osse-ge} (Mets et al. 2014: 24)  
low-PL-COM wide.PL-GEN branch.PL-COM  
‘with low wide branches’

Regular agreement of the adjective and the noun in Standard Estonian is the result of language planning, or the so-called congruence reform that started at the end of the 19th century. In the 19th to 20th century, case endings in the North Estonian dialects (including the illative and allative endings) as well as plural suffixes that formed a separate syllable were generally not used on adjective attributes. This was also common in the literary language, which is largely based on the North Estonian Central dialect, and in the common spoken language (11) (see Nurkse 1937, Saari 2004[1995]). Relying on the South Estonian dialects where congruence was more common, Karl August Hermann included in his 1884 grammar book a requirement for agreement in all cases except the aforementioned four cases (see Hermann 1884).

(11) Est: \textit{targa professori-te-le} (Nurkse 1937: 51)  
smart professor-PL-ALL  
‘to smart professors’

In Courland Livonian, agreement is a characteristic of grammatical cases and internal local cases, whereas the dative (12a) and instrumental (12b) cases show non-agreement. In Salaca Livonian, the extent of non-agreement is even greater, as it also involves external local cases (13). Here again, Mulgi shows interesting parallels with Salaca Livonian as the modifier may lack case marking in external as well as internal local cases (14) (see also the comment about North Estonian dialects above; for further examples from the Karksi subdialect, see Tanning 2004: 85–87).

(12) CLiv:  
a. \textit{jõvā sõbrā-n} (good friend-DAT) ‘to/for a good friend’,  
b. \textit{ūd vetsõ-ks} (new knife-INS) ‘with a new knife’
Considering that Latvian, Latgalian, and Russian nominal dependents show agreement in all cases present in each language, it could be suggested that this is also responsible for a more elaborate agreement system in Võro, Seto, and the language islands. Still, Salaca Livonian, which was under strong Latvian influence, does not seem to offer support for this: non-agreement turned out to be typical even in local cases that show agreement in Latvian.

3.2. Comparative constructions

Typically, comparative constructions consist of two noun phrases, the object of comparison (the comparee NP, see *ta* in (15)) and the object to which it is compared (the standard NP, see *minust/mina* in (15)). The main differences among languages in forming comparative constructions are shown by the marking of the standard NP. Relying on (Stassen 2013), a distinction can be made between locational comparatives (15a), particle comparatives (15b), conjoined comparatives, and exceed comparatives. Under locational comparatives, he further lists: (i) *from*-comparatives (the standard NP marks the source of a movement associated with the meanings ‘from’, ‘out of’), (ii) *to*-comparatives (the standard NP marks the goal of a movement associated with the meanings ‘to, towards’, ‘over, beyond’, ‘for’), and (iii) *at*-comparatives (the standard NP marks a location associated with the meanings ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘at’).

(15) Est:    a. *Ta on minu-st ilusa-m*  
            3SG be.3SG 1SG-ELA beautiful-COMP  
    b. *Ta on ilusa-m kui mina.*  
            3SG be.3SG beautiful-COMP than 1SG  
           ‘S/he is more beautiful than I’
The presence of the particle comparative type is usually listed as one of the traits of SAE (e.g., Haspelmath 2001, Heine and Kuteva 2006). Moreover, it can be regarded as a joint innovation in these languages as the older type in the Indo-European languages was the locational type (see Haspelmath 1998). A characteristic of European languages is also the occurrence of a comparative suffix (Stassen 2013). Table 1 shows that a comparative suffix can be found in all the studied varieties.

Table 1. Comparative suffixes in the analysed varieties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Vro</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Kra</th>
<th>Lut</th>
<th>Lei</th>
<th>Mul</th>
<th>SLiv</th>
<th>CLiv</th>
<th>Lav</th>
<th>Ltg</th>
<th>Rus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-mb</td>
<td>-mb</td>
<td>-mb(i)</td>
<td>-mb</td>
<td>-mb</td>
<td>-mb</td>
<td>-m(i)</td>
<td>-mk-</td>
<td>-uk-</td>
<td>-ee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-p</td>
<td>-b</td>
<td>-b</td>
<td>-p</td>
<td>-b</td>
<td>-p</td>
<td>-p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As (15) shows, a single language can include a locational as well as particle comparative (see also Metslang 2009 for Estonian and Finnish). Table 2 reveals that this is true for most of the studied varieties. The particle type (referred to as Ptcl in Table 2) is the only option in Latvian and Latgalian (see also Endzelīns 1951: 478). It is important to note that the source marking type of locational comparative (referred to as Loc in Table 2) involves different kinds of marking for the standard – elative, partitive, genitive – depending on the language. Historically these are all related to source marking and thus are subsumed here under the same type (e.g., see Bernštein 2005: 28 for the Indo-European languages and Prillop et al. 2020 for the Finnic languages; for a comment on the Russian genitive, see Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 683–685).

Table 2. Types of comparative constructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Vro</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Kra</th>
<th>Lut</th>
<th>Lei</th>
<th>Mul</th>
<th>SLiv</th>
<th>CLiv</th>
<th>Lav</th>
<th>Ltg</th>
<th>Rus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘than’</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg ‘than’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptc1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the **locational type**, the standard NP in the Finnic languages is typically marked either with the elative (in Kra, Lei, Est\(^2\) (15a), Mul, Vro, Set, and CLiv) or the partitive (Lut (16), Kra, Vro, Set, SLiv). Thus, Kraasna, Võro, and Seto show examples of two locational types. (17) shows variation even within the same sentence. In our survey of Lutsi data, only examples of the partitive comparative were found.

(16) Lut: \textit{vane-mb minno} (Mets et al. 2014: 169)  
\text{old-comp 1sg.prt}  
‘older than me’

(17) Kra: \textit{mis on madala-mb maa haina ja pike-mb mu-i-st pu-i-st} (Mets et al. 2014: 290)  
\text{what be.3sg low-comp meadow grass.prt and tall-comp other-pl-ela tree-pl-ela}  
‘what is lower than the meadow grass and taller than other trees’

The Leivu, Lutsi, Seto, and Salaca Livonian data also revealed instances that can be subsumed under goal marking (see also above). Namely, Seto and Leivu texts contained examples of \textit{vasta} ‘to, towards’ (18a–b), and Salaca Livonian data contained examples of ‘over’ (19). The Salaca Livonian \textit{yl} ‘over’ seems to be a PAT-borrowing from Latvian \textit{par} (or \textit{pār}) ‘over’. According to Endzelīns (1951: 672), historically the older form is \textit{pār}, which in modern Latvian retains its location meaning and other smaller specifics, but \textit{par} has a broader range of meanings (e.g., of, about, than, for, as, too, etc.). The particle \textit{par}, which originates in Latvian, is also found in Latgalian, where it can be regarded as a late influence from Standard Latvian (Nau 2011: 72).

(18) a. Lei: \textit{tua om kümme aastagu-t nuorõ-b vasta minnu} (EMS)  
\text{that be.3sg ten-year.prt young-comp towards 1sg.prt}  
‘[s]he is ten years younger than me’

\(^2\) Whereas in present-day Estonian, the partitive is only attested in the comparative correlative construction, e.g., \textit{mida varem, seda parem} (what.prt soon-comp that.prt better.comp) ‘the sooner, the better’, the Corpus of Old Written Estonian (VAKK) and the standard language from the beginning of 20th century show wider use, e.g., \textit{wannem mind ‘older than me’ (VAKK [1739]), ausam sind (VAKK [1766]) ‘more honest than you’, selgem vett (clear.comp water.prt) ‘clearer than water’ (Kallas 1903: 61).
b. Set: *kuld om vasta hõpõ-t õks viil pallo kalli-p* (Saar et al. (in preparation))
gold be.3SG towards silver-PRT still more much expensive-COMP
‘gold is still much more expensive than silver’

(19) SLiv: *Läeli-m yl kaks birkau* (Winkler & Pajusalu 2018: 88–89)
heavy-COMP over two ship_poundGEN
‘heavier than two ship-pounds’

The **particle type** is present in all of the analysed varieties, although
to different extents. In Kraasna, however, it was not attested at all.
Although this might be due to the limited amount of data, one should
not forget that Kraasna data revealed two kinds of locational comparatives (17). Probably, Russian has also enabled the Kraasna variety to
preserve the locational type (cf. Latvian and Latgalian that only contain
the particle type).

According to the particle used in the construction, the following
types can be distinguished:

(i) ‘than’ — Est, Set *kui, Lei ku(i), Kra ku, ko, Lut, Set ku, Mul ku,
nagu, Vro *ku(q’), CLiv ku, SLiv kuj, Ltg kai, Lav kā, Ltg, Lav par, Rus čem

rowan-ELA be.3SG good-COMP than oak-ELA moreover
‘rowan [cart] is even better than oak [cart]’

(ii) negative marker — Ltg *na* (only in 19th century texts (see the
description of sources used for Nau 2011), in Modern Latgalian this
type of use is very rare), Lut *ei, Lei ei, is (= negative marker in the past
tense, see also section 3.4)

(21) Lut: *to oll sûre-mb ei šö* (Vaba 1977: 20)
that be.PST.3SG big-COMP NEG this
‘that one was bigger than this one’

---

3 Here ‘than’ stands for what can be regarded as a neutral particle that does not carry any
additional meaning.

4 Following the Võro Standard language, *q* is hereinafter used for the laryngeal stop.
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(22) Ltg: sieniok bieja ciszi dauž̄ kieniniu, wajrok na tagad (Nau 2011: 72)
etearlier be.pst.3SG very many king.pl.acc more neg now
‘in earlier times there were many kings, more than today’

(iii) negative marker + ‘than’ – CLiv āb ku ~ ābku, SLiv ap ka, Ltg
nakai ~ nikai, Lav nekā, Lut eigu, ûskui (= negative marker in the past
tense + ‘than’), Lei ei ku, Rus neželi

(23) Lei: kūla laib om magusa-mb eiq ku uma laib (EMS)
guest.gen bread be.3SG sweet-comp neg than own bread
‘bread (eaten) as a guest is sweeter than one’s own’

(24) CLiv: Jo kovālā āb ku tāmā (EMK [Setälä 1953])
ptcl smart neg than 3SG
‘smarter than him/her’

Unlike the constructions based on ‘than’, other types of particle com-
paratives are restricted to particular groups of varieties. The negative
marker, either with or without ‘than’, is found in Lutsi and Leivu as well
as in the Livonian varieties where it can be regarded as a PAT-borrowing
from Latvian/Latgalian. Already Vaba (1977: 20, 24) described Lutsi
ei, eigu (< ei ‘not’ + kui ‘than’) and ûskui (< past negation marker is
+ kui) as translations of Latvian ne ‘not’ and nekā (‘not’ + ‘than’) and
argued that this also applies to their counterparts in Leivu: eiq ku, eikhku,
e ku, and ûsku. It is noteworthy that both varieties also make use of the
past tense marker even though Latvian and Latgalian negative markers
are not inflected for tense (for more see Section 3.4). A closer look at
examples in Leivu and Lutsi does not, however, enable one to conclude
that their usage would be determined by temporal reference.

Although the negative marker can be found in Russian – neželi (ne
‘not’), at least in the standard language it is regarded as old-fashioned
(Timberlake 2004: 215). The Kraasna data, which contained no
examples of the negative marker included in the particle type (nor the
particle type in general), also seem to suggest that there was no (strong)
model in the neighbouring Russian varieties. Still, it should be kept in
mind that the Kraasna data are scarce. In any case, it can be concluded
that the usage of the negative marker unites the varieties (once) spoken
in the territory of present-day Latvia.

5 For the usage of the comparative degree marker jo in Livonian, see Stolz (2013: 107).
3.3. Person-indexing in the indicative mood and pro-drop

This section takes a closer look at person-indexing in the indicative mood (see Table 3), which in previous studies has found less attention than, for instance, the presence/absence of personal endings in the conditional and quotative moods.

Table 3. Person-indexing in the studied Finnic varieties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Vro, Set</th>
<th>Kra</th>
<th>Lut</th>
<th>Lei</th>
<th>Mul</th>
<th>SLiv</th>
<th>CLiv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Sg</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-b</td>
<td>-b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Sg</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-t, -dE</td>
<td>-t, -dE</td>
<td>-t, -dE</td>
<td>-d, -t</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Sg</td>
<td>-b</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-b, -p</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Pl</td>
<td>-me</td>
<td>-miq</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-mE</td>
<td>-m, -me</td>
<td>-b, -mô, -m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Pl</td>
<td>-te</td>
<td>-tiq, -t, -dE</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-t, -t</td>
<td>-dE</td>
<td>-t, -t, -dE</td>
<td>-t, -de, -t</td>
<td>-b, -tô, -t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Pl</td>
<td>-vad</td>
<td>-vAq</td>
<td>-vAq</td>
<td>-vAq</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-v, -ve, -bVd</td>
<td>-bVd</td>
<td>-bôd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PST</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Sg</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Sg</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-d, -t</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-d, -t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Sg</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Pl</td>
<td>-me</td>
<td>-miq</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-mE</td>
<td>-m, -me</td>
<td>-mô, -m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Pl</td>
<td>-te</td>
<td>-tiq</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-t, -de</td>
<td>-tô, -t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Pl</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-ve, -v</td>
<td>-tô, -t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 3 illustrates, except for Estonian, the examined Finnic varieties tend to show syncretism between 1Sg and 3Sg. Syncretism depends on the word type, e.g., whereas Lutsi tulema ‘to come’ shows syncretism in the present tense, tīdmä ‘to know’ shows syncretism in the past tense (cf. 25a and 25b, but see the comment below about an additional conjugation type). While in the case of the South Estonian varieties examined here, syncretism between 1Sg and 3Sg forms usually means that there is no personal ending (marked with Ø in Table 3),
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in Livonian, the respective forms contain the personal ending -b (26). Regarding this feature, Mulgi shares similarities with both types, as in the present tense both Ø and -b ~ -p are possible, see (27a–b). Historically, the Proto-Uralic 3rd person forms are thought to have lacked a personal ending (see Janhunen 1982: 35), thus 3rd person with no ending can be argued to represent the earlier stage (Kallio 2014: 156).

(25) Lut: a. tulema ‘to come’: Prs1Sg/3Sg tule vs. Pst1Sg tulli, Pst3Sg tulļ (Balodis 2020: 85–86)
b. tīdmā ‘to know’: Prs1Sg tīä, Prs3Sg tīd vs. Pst1Sg/3Sg tūdze (Balodis 2020: 88)

(26) CLiv: tūlda ‘to come’: Prs1Sg/3Sg tulā-b vs. Pst1Sg/3Sg tul (Viitso & Ernštretits 2012)

(27) Mul: a. laits aa tähtī mūūdā sōnu kokku (Laande & Todesk 2013) child drive.3SG letter.PL.PRT along word.PL.PRT together ‘the child puts the words together based on the letters’
b. tule sāde aa-p maja palame (Laande & Todesk 2013) fire.gen spark drive-3SG house.gen burn:sup ‘a spark of fire sets the house on fire’

Lutsi, Leivu, Kraasna, Võro, and Seto additionally include a conjugation type only available in the present tense that in 3Sg is marked with -s and in 3Pl with -sE(q), e.g., Kra ists ‘s/he sits down’ vs. istsūsōq ‘they sit down’ (AES 202: 26). It is important to note that in this conjugation type, there is no syncretism between 1Sg and 3Sg, e.g., Kra istu ‘I sit down’ vs. ists ‘s/he sits down’ (ibid.), Vro elā ‘I live’, elās ‘s/he lives’. The forms in -s go back to the suffix *-sEn, which may have expressed a medial or reflexive meaning (see more in Posti 1961). Currently, there are only some pairs of verbs that appear in both conjugation types and could point to such a distinction, e.g., Vro kūdsā ‘(someone) bakes sth’, kūdsās ‘(something) is baking’, cf. words such as Vro elās ‘s/he lives’ (see above), kirotas ‘s/he writes’ and many others that only take -s in 3Sg (see Iva 2007: 83–84).

By comparison in Latvian and Latgalian, there is no number distinction, so 3Sg and 3Pl regularly overlap regardless of tense (see Table 4). As 3rd person forms with no ending correspond to the proto-language
phase, Vaba (2011: 212) points to an interesting parallel with the Finnic languages, which also lack this ending. Depending on the word type, conflation may also concern the 2Sg form, e.g., in the case of Latvian runāt ‘to speak’ the present tense form for 2Sg, 3Sg, and 3Pl is runā (see also Endzelīns 1951: 706). Whereas Standard Russian distinguishes endings for all persons, in Russian dialects spoken nearby, the personal ending may be missing in 3Sg and/or 3Pl forms (see more Zaharova & Orlova 2004: 149, 151).

Table 4. Personal endings in Latvian, Latgalian, and Russian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>1Sg</th>
<th>2Sg</th>
<th>3Sg</th>
<th>1Pl</th>
<th>2Pl</th>
<th>3Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-am, -ām</td>
<td>-at, -āt</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-am</td>
<td>-āt</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-ām</td>
<td>-āt</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-am, -ēm</td>
<td>-ēt, -ēt</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latgalian</td>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-am, -im, -ēm, -ēt</td>
<td>-at, -ēt</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-im</td>
<td>-ēt</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-a, -ē</td>
<td>-om, -ēm, -ēt</td>
<td>-at, -ēt</td>
<td>-a, -ē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-am, -ēm, -ēt</td>
<td>-ēt</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>-u, -ju</td>
<td>-esh', -ish'</td>
<td>-et, -ēt</td>
<td>-em, -ēm</td>
<td>-ete, -ēte</td>
<td>-ut, -jut, -at, -jat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>No person distinction, only number and gender distinction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present indicative forms in Leivu, Lutsi, and Kraasna show syncretism between 2Sg and 2Pl. While in Lutsi, -t appears in both persons, in Kraasna and Leivu, -t and -dE covary (28a–b), although -t is generally more common in 2Sg and -dE in 2Pl. A similar pattern is also found in Võro and Seto. The variation between -t and -dE depends on the subdialect.

(28) Lei: a. sa teija-t (Mets et al. 2014: 42) (2Sg know-2Sg) ‘you know’
   b. tii tija-t (Mets et al. 2014: 86) (2Pl know-2Pl) ‘you know’
In the past indicative, Lutsi shows syncretism in 2Sg, 2Pl, and 3Pl, as in (29) (see Balodis 2020: 84–89). In Kraasna, syncretism additionally involves 1Pl, e.g., *mii anniq* ‘we gave’ (AES 202: 25–26). The respective forms in Lutsi and Kraasna generally include the marker -q, while in Leivu, -q is found in 2Pl and 3Pl. Still, according to Table 3, lack of a personal ending is also possible (probably also in 2Pl), e.g., see (30). Although this reveals some similarities with Võro and Seto where the personal ending is commonly dropped in 1Pl and 2Pl, even stronger parallels can be drawn with Salaca Livonian where one and the same form can be used for all persons (see Table 3; see also Winkler & Pajusalu 2018: 115). It appears that this is also true for the Livonian-like subdialects of Latvian in Courland and in northern Vidzeme (Rudžiţe 2005: 77). According to Balode & Holvoet (2001: 29), personal endings were first lost in the singular paradigm as a result of the loss of final vowels, which could be the result of a Livonian substrate; homonymy of 3rd person singular and plural forms, in turn, facilitated their further spread in the plural paradigm.

(29) Lut: _andma_ ‘to give’: Pst2Sg/2Pl/3Pl: *anniq*

(30) Lei: _sa ütleži_ _mii elli_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2Sg say.pst</td>
<td>1Pl live.pst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘you said’</td>
<td>‘we lived’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to Lutsi, conflation of 2Pl and 3Pl in the past tense is regular in Courland Livonian and may additionally involve 2Sg. The choice between -t and -tõ in 2Pl/3Pl usually depends on word structure (e.g., one-syllable words regularly take -tõ, as in (31a)), but there are also words like _ki’zzõ_ ‘to ask’, which permit variation, as in (31b). In Salaca Livonian, the Pst2Pl marker is -ti and the Pst3Pl marker is -t. However, as it is possible to drop -i in the present tense (see Winkler & Pajusalu 2018: 115), it is likewise possible that -i could be dropped in the past tense.
Regardless of the conflating forms in the paradigm, all the Finnic varieties included in the study permit dropping the subject pronoun. This means that in the same way as there are examples where the actual referent becomes clear from verbal morphology (32), there are also instances where morphology is insufficient to establish the referent (33). A further example can be brought from Salaca Livonian (34a) where only the translation suggests that om is used for 2Sg. First and foremost, it would be expected to express 3Sg or 1Sg, but as Table 3 illustrates, syncretism is possible in most of the persons (see also Winkler & Pajusalu 2018: 115). In Courland Livonian, the same 3Sg/1Sg forms are additionally used for impersonal reference (e.g., sīeb ‘I eat, s/he is eating, it is being eaten’). By comparison, in their study on the use of 1st person pronouns in Estonian dialects, Lindström et al. (2009) show that the presence or absence of a pronoun depends on the dialectal area rather than whether the personal ending is used or not. It appears that one such area – where pronouns are commonly dropped – is southern Estonia. In their article, they also list several other factors that play a role.

(32) Lut: käüli-mi tuuda škuolla (Mets et al. 2014: 175)
go.pst-1pl there school:ill
‘we went to school there’

(33) Set: käve poodih
go.pst.1sg/1pl shop:ine
‘(I/we) went to store’

1sg:ade:all be.3sg good sense that healthy be.3sg
b. S: jag fägnar mig, att du är frisk
1sg delight.prs 1sg.acc that 2sg be.2sg healthy
‘I am happy that [you] are healthy’
All in all, person-indexing and pro-drop in the Finnic varieties show that interesting developments are broader and do not overlap with syncretic forms in the non-cognate contact varieties, thus, changes in the system reflect language internal developments characteristic of the area rather than contact-induced change.

3.4. Standard negation

Standard negation refers to the negation of declarative verbal main clauses (Miestamo 2007). A distinction can be made based on variations in three properties: 1) symmetricity (whether the form of the lexical verb in the affirmative and negative clauses differs or not), 2) the type of negative marker (a negative auxiliary inflecting for tense and/or person, an invariable negative particle, clitic, or affix), 3) the position of the negative marker relative to the lexical verb (preverbal, postverbal, or double). In the case of asymmetric negation, the form of the lexical verb may vary either appearing as a bare root or also containing an affix. One or more of the following categories are expressed in the negative marker: person, number, or tense (see, e.g., Miestamo et al. 2015, Mets-lang et al. 2015, Lindström et al. 2021).

The analysed varieties contained examples of all of the types mentioned above (see Table 5). Some features are not shown in the table as they are not found in the analysed languages, e.g., there are only examples of negative prefixes, thus suffixes are not represented in the table; clitics always follow the lexical verb, while particles precede it.

Table 5. Properties of standard negation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Vro, Set, Kra, Lut</th>
<th>Lei, Mul, SLiv</th>
<th>CLiv</th>
<th>Lav, Ltg</th>
<th>Rus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevbl neg aux</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevbl ptcl</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postvbl clitic</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefix</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double neg</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding structure, Latvian, Latgalian, and Russian contain symmetric negative constructions as negation differs from affirmation only by the addition of a negative marker, see (35). In Estonian, standard negation is asymmetric, as there are additional differences: unlike in the affirmative, in the negative the lexical verb has no personal ending, see (36). In the other studied varieties, both symmetric and asymmetric negation can be found (indicated by +/−), see (37) and (38). In the South Estonian varieties, including in the language islands, symmetricity regularly involves 1Sg and 3Sg as there is no personal ending; in other persons, symmetricity is possible but there is some variation (see section 3.3). In Courland Livonian, this distinction is made on the basis of number: negation is asymmetric in all singular persons but symmetric in plural, see, e.g., (38a–b). Examples such as (39) indicate that Salaca Livonian also aligns with Courland Livonian.

(35) Rus:  
\[ ja \text{piš-u} : ja \text{ne piš-u} \]  
1SG write-1SG : 1SG NEG write-1SG  
‘I write : I don’t write’

(36) Est:  
\[ sa \text{tööta-d} : sa ei \text{tööta} \]  
2SG work-2SG : 2SG NEG work.CNG  
‘you work : you don’t work’

(37) Lut:  
a. \[ Ma \text{kynële lutsi kïlt} : ma \text{kynële=eiq lutsi kïlt} \] (Balodis 2020: 83)  
1SG speak Lutsi language:PRT : 1SG speak.CNG=NEG Lutsi language:PRT  
‘I speak Lutsi : I do not speak Lutsi’

b. \[ Më \text{kynële-m lutsi kïlt} : më \text{kynële=eiq lutsi kïlt} \] (Balodis 2020: 83)  
1PL speak-1PL Lutsi language:PRT / 1PL speak.CNG=NEG Lutsi language:PRT  
‘We speak Lutsi : we do not speak Lutsi’

(38) CLiv:  
a. \[ ma \text{nā-b} : ma \text{āb nā} \]  
1SG see-1SG : 1SG NEG:1SG see.CNG  
‘I see : I don’t see’

b. \[ tēg \text{nā-tō} : tēg āt nā-tō \]  
2PL see-2PL : 2PL NEG:2PL see-2PL  
‘you see : you don’t see’
While Estonian and Russian use a particle, and Latgalian and Latvian use a prefix to mark negation, the other varieties use a negative auxiliary that inflects for tense; in Courland Livonian, the negative marker additionally inflects for person and number (see Table 6). As Table 6 suggests, a distinction in tense is an example of a feature that has been preserved regardless of whether a different model is used in the non-cognate languages spoken in close proximity. However, parallels can be drawn with the use of preverbal non-inflected negative markers and in the Indo-European contact languages (Stolz 1991: 70–73; see also Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 628). Outside the southern-most Finnic area, the negative marker has also inflected for tense in the Insular dialect of Estonian and in the Kodavere subdialect of eastern Estonia. The latter contained a full personal paradigm that went out of use in the 1940s or 1950s (Viikberg 2020: 296).

Table 6. Markers of standard negation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Vro, Set, Kra, Lut</th>
<th>Mul</th>
<th>Lei</th>
<th>SLiv</th>
<th>CLiv</th>
<th>Lav</th>
<th>Ltg</th>
<th>Rus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ei(q)</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ab</td>
<td>ne-</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>es</td>
<td>es</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>iz</td>
<td>izt</td>
<td>2Sg</td>
<td>3Sg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More precisely, Mulgi, Võro, Seto, Lutsi, and Kraasna make a distinction between $ei(q)$ and $es$ that in Võro, Seto, Lutsi, and Kraasna can be used both preverbally as well as postverbally (see also Table 5) with some variation in the initial vowel of the negative verb (e.g., 40a–b). In Livonian, the general distinction is made between $ab$ vs. $is$ / $äb$ vs. $iz$. As Table 6 illustrates, Leivu shows commonalities with both: $ei$ shows similarities with Estonian and South Estonian varieties, including the language islands, whereas the negative past marker $is$ shows a parallel with Livonian.
(40) Kra:
   a. *ma lää ei* (Mets et al. 2014: 278)
      1sg go. cng neg
      ‘I don’t go’
   b. *timä lää äs* (Mets et al. 2014: 278)
      3sg go. cng neg.pst
      ‘S/he didn’t go’

With regard to the position of the negative marker in the analysed
varieties, the preverbal position prevails (see Table 5). As already noted,
both preverbal and postverbal positions are possible in Lutsi, Kraasna,
Seto, and Võro (e.g., 40). Still, in Seto and Kraasna, the postverbal clitic
turns out to be the primary option (for Seto, see also Lindström et al.
2021). For instance, (42) is one of the few examples containing the
preverbal *ei* in Kraasna. However, this may be due to the scarcity of
available Kraasna data. Leivu texts, in turn, only contained examples of
the negative marker preceding the verb, as in (43).

(41) Vro: *ei annaq ~ anna eiq* (Iva 2007: 102)
      neg give. cng ~ give. cng neg
      ‘doesn’t give’

(42) Kra: *ma tijä=eiq / ei saa andaq arq* (Weber 2021 in this volume, App. 2)
      1sg know. cng=neg / neg can. cng give:inf away
      ‘I don’t know, I cannot give [my daughter as a wife’]

(43) Lei: *poig is tejja* (Mets et al. 2014: 25)
      son neg. pst know. cng
      ‘[My] son didn’t know’

Kraasna, Lutsi, Seto, and Võro also show instances of double nega-
tion, as in (44a–b). As example (44b) reveals, double negation can also
be attested with negative imperatives (according to Lindström et al.
2021, this is also possible in Seto). The function of double negation in
Võro and Seto has included intensifying negation and marking its scope.
In present-day Seto, the use of double negation is rare and inconsistent
(Lindström et al. 2021).
Regarding negation, it can be observed that the distinction between present and past tense forms has been preserved in all of the analysed Finnic varieties except Estonian. Thus, the lack of such a distinction in the non-cognate contact varieties has not had an effect. Furthermore, neither Võro nor Seto are under threat of losing this distinction as a result of influence from Standard Estonian. Also noteworthy is that Kraasna, Võro, Seto, and Lutsi pattern together both in terms of structure and formal properties, while Leivu is closer to Mulgi and Salaca Livonian.

4. Phonological features

South Estonian dialects have a number of characteristic phonological features, which also have broader areal connections (see Pajusalu 2012). Below we consider ten features, all of which occur in Leivu and Lutsi, although several are more marginal in Leivu, and, with one exception are all also characteristic of Kraasna. For this group we chose unique features of word prosody, vowels, and consonants; see Table 7.

Like other Southern Finnic languages and dialects, the South Estonian language island varieties are characterised by complex quantity alternations, which can also be combined with tonal contrasts (see also Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 640–644). Additionally, the realisation of these prosodic phenomena can be associated with sound quality changes.
Table 7. Phonological features (+ – occurrence of a feature; (+) – limited occurrence of a feature; – – absence of a feature).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Võr</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Kra</th>
<th>Lut</th>
<th>Lei</th>
<th>Mul</th>
<th>SLiv</th>
<th>CLiv</th>
<th>Lav</th>
<th>Ltg</th>
<th>Rus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stød</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottal stop</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced plosives</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short vs. long cons.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geminates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short vs. long vowels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð [ɣ] / y [ɯ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ū [y] / ū [o]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel harmony</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extensive palatalisation</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tonal variation is not typical of the Finno-Ugric languages. Broken tone or stød is characteristic, however, of Latvian and Latgalian, and is also found in Livonian (e.g., lē’d [leː’d] ‘leaf; page’). In addition to Livonian, broken tone is also found in Leivu and Lutsi, e.g., Leivu vāhāmb [væ.ha:m] > vā’āmb [væːˀmb] ‘less’, naha [ˈna.ha] > na’a [naː?] ‘skin, gen.sg.’, rahaga [ˈra.ha.ga] > ra’aga [ˈraː.ʔa.ga] ‘money. com’; Lutsi hi’ir [hiːˀr] ‘mouse’ (in which broken tone is connected with the third quantity degree), rehe [ˈre.he] > re’e [reː?] ‘threshing barn’ (see Balodis et al. 2016), but it has not been observed in other South Estonian dialects or in Kraasna.

Glottal stop is a frequent phoneme in the South Estonian phonological system distinguishing grammatical meanings, cf., e.g., kala [ˈka.la] ‘fish’ and kalaq [ˈka.laʔ] ‘fish, pl.’, (ma) anna [ˈan.na] ‘(I) give’ and annaq [ˈan.naʔ] ‘give.imp’. Typically, glottal stop occurs word-finally in South Estonian; however, it can sometimes also be found word-internally or elsewhere (see Iva 2005), e.g., Seto iqe latš [ˈi.ʔe latʃ] ‘good child’ (Saar et al. 2020). Glottal stop can also occur following
liquids, e.g., Lutsi, Leivu, Kraasna *kolq* [kol?] ‘three’, *ärq* [ær?] ‘away; off’. Glottal stop does not exist as a phoneme in Latvian or Latgalian but can occur in careful or emphatic pronunciations of broken tone (see Grigorjevs 2011), e.g., Latvian *nė* [neː] ‘no’ realised as [ˈne.ʔe]. Markus (2012) also notes that pronunciation of broken tone fully or partially as a glottal stop is especially characteristic of the Latgalian subdialects of northeastern Vidzeme. This region, also known as Malēnija, is located near the historical Leivu region in Latvia as well as South Estonian-speaking areas in Estonia. A unique feature of the Lutsi and Leivu language islands is the presence of both broken tone and glottal stop.

As is historically the case in Livonian, broken tone is also partially related to the **loss of h** in Leivu and Lutsi, e.g., *ra’a* [raː] < *raha* [ˈra.ha] ‘money’ (see also Teras 2010, Viitso 2009: 277–279). In Latvian and Latgalian, *h* is not found as a native phoneme. In Estonian and in eastern South Estonian subdialects as well as in Kraasna, pronunciation of *h* has, as a rule, remained (e.g., Võro and Seto *hõbõhhõnõ* [ˈhɤ.bəh.hɤ.nə] ‘silvery’, Kraasna and Seto *luhits* [ˈlu.hɤts] ‘spoon’, *raha* ‘money’), which may have been aided by the neighbouring Russian language. As the occurrence of broken tone appears to be sporadic in Lutsi, intervocalic *h* also remains common in this variety (e.g., Lutsi *āhāq* [ˈæ.hæʔ] ‘wedding’). In North Estonian subdialects and also in everyday spoken Estonian, word-initial *h* is often not pronounced. Loss of *h* is also widespread in the western South Estonian subdialects as well as in Mulgi. On the other hand, along with loss of *h*, *h* hypercorrection is also found in Mulgi, for example in the words *kāhen* [ˈkæ.hen] ‘in hand; at hand’ (cf. *käen*), *pāhän* [ˈpæ.hæn] ‘on/in the head’ (cf. *pään*), *pālle* [ˈpæh.le] ~ *pähle* [ˈpæh.ə] ‘onto, over’ (Tanning 1961: 21, 43).

A **phonological distinction between long and short sounds** is characteristic of the languages of the Baltic region. Unlike in Russian, this distinction is found in all Finnic and Baltic languages in the area under study. In North and South Estonian subdialects (incl. the language islands), there is an additional contrast between long and over-long duration, which is why we speak of three quantity degrees in these languages, cf., e.g., South Estonian Q1 *külä* [ˈkyl.læ] ‘village’, Q2 *külä* [ˈkyl.læ] ‘village.part’, and Q3 *külä* [ˈkylː.læ] ‘village.ill’. A three-way contrast for consonants is also found in Livonian; the realisation of this length contrast in a disyllabic trochaic foot is also characteristic of these languages (Markus et al. 2013). The trochaic foot system
characteristic of Estonian runic songs as well as the Latvian dainas. All of the languages of the language area under study have initial syllable primary stress, including Latvian and Latgalian (but unlike, for example, Russian and Lithuanian); most of the Circum-Baltic languages show basic initial stress (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 638–640). In contrast to other Russian dialects, stress is also moved to the beginning of the word in the Pskov dialect, which is spoken alongside Finnic speakers, e.g., rúčej (cf. ručéj) ‘stream’, Bóris (cf. Boris) ‘Boris (given name)’ (Kostjučuk 2018: 119). In the case of stops, the characteristic feature connecting Livonian and the South Estonian language island varieties is intervocalic voicing of single consonants (e.g., Kraasna hõbõhhõnõ ‘silvery’, Lutsi regi [‘re.gi] ‘sled’, Livonian tubã [‘tu.ba:] ‘room; house’); voiceless stops occurring intervocally are always pronounced as geminates: single voiceless stops as short geminates (Kraasna hõpõ ‘silver’, Lutsi reke [‘rek.ke] ‘sled.part’, Livonian lieppõ [‘liep.põ] ‘sister’) and geminate stops as long geminates (Kraasna tappa [‘tап.pа] ‘to kill.inf’, Lutsi rekke [‘rek.kе] ‘sled.ill’, Livonian lieppõ [‘liep.põ] ‘sister.part’). Similarly in Latvian, voiceless stops are pronounced as half-long when located between a short stressed and short unstressed vowel (Laua 1997, Kalnača 2004) (e.g., lapa [‘lap.pa] ‘leaf’). In Livonian, gemination of voiced stops is also present, e.g., tu’bbõ [‘tuˀb.bõ] ‘room.part; house.part’, vie’ddõn [‘vieˀd.dõn] ‘water.dat’ (see Viitso 2008: 296), which is not characteristic of any of the other languages discussed in this study.

The Southern Finnic languages, Latgalian, and Russian are connected by the presence of the back or central unrounded vowels õ [ɤ] and/or y [ɯ], [ɨ]. The close-mid vowel õ [ɤ] is characteristic of Estonian and Mulgi (e.g., Estonian õde [‘ɤ.de] ‘sister’, Mulgi sõsar [‘sɯ.sar] ‘sister’), the close vowel y [ɯ] of Livonian and Lutsi (e.g., Livonian sõzār [‘sɯ.za:r] ‘sister’, Lutsi syzar [‘sɯ.zar] ‘sister’); close-mid õ [ɤ] and close y [ɯ] are found in Seto and Kraasna as well as marginally in Leivu and Võro, e.g., Seto and Võro sysar [‘sɯ.sar] ‘sister’. In Latgalian and Russian, y is usually pronounced as [ɨ]; only in Latvian is this vowel not found. Despite the strong influence of Latvian, the back unrounded vowels have nevertheless been maintained in all of the Finnic languages and dialects spoken in Latvia.

The front rounded vowels ü [y] and ū [ø] are not found in Latvian, Latgalian, or Russian. At the same time, they have remained in the South
Estonian language islands much as in other Estonian dialect areas, e.g., Kraasna sügüzelt [ˈsy.ɡy.zelt] ‘in autumn’, söögi [ˈsoː.gi] ‘food.gen’; Lutsi üözeq [ˈyo.zeq] ~ ōzeq [ˈoː.zeq] ‘at night’, sūmā [ˈsyː.mə] ‘to eat.inf’; Leivu puubah [ˈpya.bæ] ‘Sunday’. In the 19th century, ü [y] and ŏ [ø] were still found in Livonian, but in the early 20th century ü was replaced by i and ŏ by e in Courland Livonian (see Viitso 2011).

**Vowel harmony** is characteristic of the Finno-Ugric languages and is also found in South Estonian as front and back ā- and ū-harmonies, cf. valla [ˈvalː.la] ‘open’ and vällä [ˈvælː.læ] ‘out’, tulu [ˈtu.lu] ‘profit’ and tüllä [ˈty.ly] ‘quarrel’, and also as velar ŏ-harmony, cf. tege [ˈte.ge] ‘makes’ and tulõ [ˈtu.lə] ‘comes’. Atypically for the Finnic languages, vowel harmony is not found in the North Estonian subdialects, Standard Estonian, or Livonian. It also does not occur in most Baltic or Slavic languages, however, Latgalian has a morphophonological harmony which superficially resembles vowel harmony (cf. Nau 2011). Palatal vowel harmony has been maintained in the South Estonian language islands, but it is not entirely consistent. ū-harmony fluctuates more, while ā-harmony and especially ŏ-harmony are better preserved. Much as in the Western dialect of South Estonian, vowel harmony fluctuates more in Leivu than it does in Lutsi or Kraasna (cf. Wiik 1988).

South Estonian pronunciation differs from that of North Estonian dialects, Standard Estonian, and Latvian due to its extensive palatalisation of consonant phonemes, also coarticularily near front vowels. As in Russian, and also Latgalian with a few exceptions (for more see Breidaks 2006), all consonants can, in principle, be palatalised in South Estonian, as long as it is articulatorily possible, e.g., Võro, Seto kapp [kapː] ‘cupboard’, pikk [pikː] ‘long; tall’, kamm [kamː] ‘comb’, Seto ruuhh [ruː.hː] ‘drug, medicine’. This extensive palatalisation of consonants is also found in all of the South Estonian language islands (e.g., Kraasna šärkkī [ˈsærrkʲ.ki] ‘coat.part’; Lutsi tsirguq [ˈtsʲir.guʔ] ‘birds’, kořas [ˈko.roːsʲ] ‘(s/he) gathered’; Leivu d’alg [dɑː.lːg] ‘foot’, tul’l’e [ˈtulː.Entering] ‘(s/he) came’); however, similar to Mulgi, it is more limited in Leivu.

The above overview of phonological developments in the South Estonian language islands shows that the language islands have maintained the main features of Finnic and, more narrowly, of South Estonian, while also acquiring features characteristic of the Baltic languages such as broken tone and voiced consonants. Latvian influence
is strongest in the westernmost Leivu language island where several phonetic developments are also similar to the western Mulgi dialect. The more eastern position of Kraasna and Lutsi encouraged preservation of characteristics similar to Russian such as the preservation of $h$ and extensive consonant palatalisation. At the same time, Finno-Ugric features such as vowel harmony have been better preserved in more eastern South Estonian varieties. Development of tonal contrasts while still preserving the three-way quantity alternation characterises both of the South Estonian varieties spoken in Latvia – Leivu and Lutsi, and, in fact, the importance of these tonal contrasts also increases for quantity alternation (see Balodis et al. 2016).

5. Conclusions

This article examined various features in the domains of morphosyntax and phonology that were relevant for consideration in an areal perspective. Its main focus was on the South Estonian language islands – Leivu, Lutsi, and Kraasna – but also made comparisons with the other main language varieties of the Central Baltic area: Estonian and the South Estonian varieties – Mulgi, Võro, and Seto; Latgalian and Latvian; Salaca Livonian and Courland Livonian; Russian and its local varieties.

The results of our analysis of the selected features further support the hypothesis that in the Circum-Baltic area, convergence mainly occurs at the micro-level often involving only two to three languages. As this paper makes a more fine-grained distinction at a more specific level, we could see a multitude of patterns among the analysed varieties that point to multifaceted contact situations and their outcomes in the area. In several instances, Lutsi and Kraasna patterned together with Võro and Seto, while Leivu showed greater similarities with Salaca Livonian and Mulgi. This division is evident in the properties of standard negation, occurrence of certain phonological features, e.g., consonant palatalisation, the occurrence of $h$. With regard to comparative constructions, only Lutsi, Kraasna, Võro, and Seto revealed instances of partitive marking (similar to the use of the genitive in Russian) to express the standard, although they all contained additional methods for creating comparative constructions (e.g., using the elative case and/or a particle construction). It is possible that over time, as the partitive lost its
separative meaning the elative took over as an explicitly separative case. This, however, did not happen in the varieties that had a supporting model in the neighbouring languages.

As regards contact induced-changes caused by neighbouring Indo-European languages, we could find cases of PAT-borrowing as hypothesised. The clearest instances of PAT-borrowing were the particle comparatives that make use of the negative marker – only the Finnic varieties that have had close contacts with Latvian and/or Latgalian (Lutsi, Leivu, Courland Livonian, Salaca Livonian) contained such examples. This shows that a pattern is likely to be borrowed if it has spread over a wide territory in a language that has a dominant position in society.

At the same time, there were developments that could not be considered a direct influence of the main non-cognate contact varieties. For instance, changes in the person-indexing system, which have led to various types of syncretism in the Finnic varieties, probably result from language internal developments. Although syncretism is characteristic of the Livonian-like subdialects of Latvian (the contact variety of Courland Livonian and Salaca Livonian), Latvian and Latgalian in general, but also the Russian dialects. As was shown, syncretism is much more widespread in the studied Finnic varieties (except Standard Estonian).

As was also hypothesised, certain structural features have persisted despite the presence of differing models in the main contact varieties. One such example is the distinction between past and present tense in negative markers. This distinction is found in all of the analysed varieties except the main standard varieties in the area (Estonian, Latvian, Latgalian, Russian), which instead use invariable negative markers. In the case of Estonian, the reasons for the simplification of the system could also be sought in the work done by the Germans in developing the written standard, as German also does not have an inflective negative marker. Another example of a characteristic Finnic feature that has been stable is vowel harmony, which has been better preserved in the eastern periphery of the studied area, i.e., closer to predominantly Russian-speaking regions.

This study also contained examples of features or bundles of features, which reflect the impact of conscious language planning. For example, two particular phenomena in Standard Estonian are the result of language planning at the end of the 19th century. Thus, Standard
Estonian shows a different pattern for agreement within noun phrases than is found in the South Estonian language islands or in other non-standard varieties including ones for which a literary standard is of relatively recent origin. Likewise, the essive case was on the verge of disappearing in Estonian, but it was revived in the standard language, while in the other Finnic varieties examined here it has become unproductive. This shows that when favourable conditions exist (not too large of a language community, the standard language is only just developing) language planning can lead to changes in the language system that speakers are ready to accept.
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